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Orange Belgium moves to SOPRANO MEMS mobile messaging workflow 

solution for enterprise and government  

 

Belgium mobile network operator, Orange Belgium, is set to offer its business customers one 

of the world’s leading enterprise messaging platforms following an agreement with global 

innovator Soprano Design.  

 

Orange’s Belgium enterprise customers will have access to award-winning SOPRANO 

MEMS (Mobile Enterprise Messaging Suite), a sophisticated cloud enterprise messaging 

solution used today by more than 30 of the Fortune Global 500 companies. 

 

SOPRANO MEMS is currently deployed in some of the most complex enterprise and 

government IT environments in the world, enabling large mobile messaging deployments in 

a variety of industries including package delivery, healthcare, finance and banking, retail, 

hospitality, transport, workforce management and government. 

 

Soprano Design CEO, Horden Wiltshire, said MEMS enables Orange Belgium to offer its 

business customers a compelling enterprise-grade mobile messaging application platform 

for interactive SMS and email. 

 

“It is currently used in 20 countries by enterprises of varying sizes because it has enormous 

workflow and productivity benefits as it is used to message person-to-person,  broadcasts to 

all staff, and even to an entire dynamic customer base.” 

 

The additional benefits for Belgium businesses are the enhanced automation functions of the 

solution. They will be able to consolidate marketing, contracting, sales, customer service, 

operations and HR communication requirements onto a single platform – with fast, reliable, 

and improved interactions. 

 

“MEMS enhances, consolidates, and automates business processes reliant on 

communication using our smart APIs,” Mr Wiltshire said. 

 

“Through MEMS, businesses can eliminate the costs of manual processes and, as a cloud 

integrated A2P solution, fragmented systems do not present an integration issue for 

businesses adopting it,” he said. 

 

“Staffing, shift confirmations, scheduling, and other HR-related messaging, appointments, 

and reminders are among the most common uses of MEMS.” 

 

Frank De Weser, Director B2B Marketing & M2M Orange Belgium, said: “Soprano is offering 

a complete messaging solution which fits perfectly in our Enterprise Mobility portfolio.” 

 



   
According to the Worldwide A2P SMS Markets 2014-2017 report published by Portio 

Research, the Belgium market for application-to-person (A2P) business mobile SMS 

messaging remains the fourth-largest in Europe, and will continue to grow from volumes 

near six billion messages in 2012 to more than 10 billion SMS messages by 2017.  
 

Workflow and productivity benefits of MEMS: 

 Supports outbound and inbound application-to-peer (A2P) mobile messaging, with 

robust capabilities for integrated SMS, MMS, voice, and location-based encrypted 

messaging (e.g. handles incoming messages sent by users and automatically sorts 

and responds based on parameters defined by the enterprise) 

 Can consolidate marketing, contracting, sales, customer service, operations, and HR 

communication requirements onto one platform for fast, reliable, improved 

interactions 

 Uses a hierarchical platform design that enables powerful user account controls, or 

can restrict user access, based on role, region, or level 

 Can provide ‘master’ access for enterprise IT administrators/owners 

 Allows hierarchical data and visibility management (e.g. creates different views for 

operators, customers, sub-customers, and users 

 Generates limited or full-visibility reports. 

 
About Soprano Design: 

Soprano Design is a leading global designer and provider of secure mobile messaging. 

Founded in 1994, it is headquartered in Sydney and has regional offices in the US, UK, 

Belgium, Sweden, Romania, New Zealand, Singapore, Malaysia, Brazil, Colombia, and 

Chile. Soprano partners with 15 mobile network operators around the globe, including 

Telstra in Australia and AT&T in the US.  

SOPRANO MEMS is used by more than 1,000 government and enterprise customers 

worldwide for enterprise mobile text messaging. SOPRANO GAMMA is a new encrypted 

mobile messaging application for enterprises. Soprano: Australia’s Deloitte Technology Fast 

50 and Deloitte’s Asia Pacific Technology Fast 500. More information: 

www.sopranodesign.com or follow us on twitter: https://twitter.com/Soprano_Design 

 

About Orange Belgium: 

Orange Belgium is one of the leading telecommunication operators on the Belgian market, 

with over three million customers, and in Luxembourg through its subsidiary Orange 

Luxembourg. 

As a convergent actor, we provide mobile telecommunication services, internet and TV to 

private clients, as well as innovative mobile and fixed line services to businesses. Our high-

performance mobile network supports 2G, 3G, 4G and 4G+ technology and is the subject of 

ongoing investments.  

https://www.sopranodesign.com/solution/?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=PR&utm_campaign=Gen%20PR
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Orange Belgium is a subsidiary of the Orange Group, one of the leading European and 

African operators for mobile telephony and ADSL internet access, as well as one of the 

world leaders for telecommunication services to enterprises. Orange Belgium is listed on the 

Brussels Stock Exchange (OBEL). 

More information on: corporate.orange.be, www.orange.be or follow us on Twitter: 

@pressOrangeBe. 
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